Dear Parents,


The school has scheduled Annual Class Photo Session on Monday, January 25, 2016. We know that to help the children in developing confidence, good appearance counts a lot. We expect them to come to school in clean and well dressed uniforms with polished shoes, the boys must have soldier cut trimmed hair, while the girls with short hair to wear red hair bands.

We expect you to co-operate by sending your child to school as per the prescribed uniform.

For Boys:

- Trousers: Dark American Blue
- Shirt: Light American Blue Full Sleeves
- Pull over: Dark American Blue bearing school’s monogram mandatory
- Bow: Striped Blue with magic tape
- Cap: Dark American Blue bearing school’s monogram mandatory
- Muffler: Dark American Blue bearing school’s monogram mandatory
- Gloves: Dark American Blue
- Belt: Black
- Socks: White
- Shoes: Black Bata school shoes

For Girls:

- Joined Skirt Blouse: Light and Dark American Blue
- Leggings: Dark American Blue
- Cardigan: Dark American Blue bearing school’s monogram mandatory
- Hair band: Dark American Red
- Cap: Dark American Red bearing school’s monogram mandatory
- Muffler: Dark American Red bearing school’s monogram mandatory
- Gloves: Dark American Red
- Shoes: Black, Bata school shoes

Looking forward to your co-operation.

Mrs. Sayeeda Asad,

Academic Directress,

The American Foundation Cambridge School.

*Please note that this is a system generated document and issued without alterations, does not require a signature.*
C.C. to:
Mr. Saqib, New Rasheedsons Uniform; Hello #: 3481 – 3343, 3498 – 6272, 3660 – 4311, 3660 - 5511
Mr. Sultan Ahmed, New Rasheedsons Uniform; Hello #: 0333-3137740, 0312-3137740
Mr. Hanif, New Humera & Hamza Uniform; Hello #: 35412776